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Storytime At Home 

We Clap and Sing Hello      
We clap and sing hello,  
We clap and sing hello,  
With our friends at storytime, we clap and sing hello!  
 
We stomp and sing hello,    
We stomp and sing hello, 
With our friends at storytime, we stomp and sing hello! 
 
We wave and sing hello,    
We wave and sing hello, 
With our friends at storytime, we wave and sing hello!  
 
Two Little Blackbirds 
Two little blackbirds sitting on a hill 
One named Jack and one named Jill 
Fly away Jack, fly away Jill 
Come back Jack, come back Jill.  
 
Two little blackbirds flying nice and low 
One named Fast and One named Slow… 
 
Two little blackbirds sitting on a cloud 
One named Quiet and one named Loud… 
 
The More We Get Together  
The more we get together 
Together, together 
The more we get together 
The happier we’ll be!  
‘Cause your friends are my friends  
And my friends are your friends. 
The more we get together    
The happier we’ll be! 
 
This is the Way We Wash Our Hands 
This is the way we wash our hands, 
Wash our hands, wash our hands 
This is the way we wash our hands 
So early in the morning. 
This is the way we wash our face… 
This is the way we wash our hair… 
This is the way we wash our arms… 
This is the way we wash our legs… 
This is the way we wash our feet… 

Open Shut Them 
Open shut them, open shut them, 
Give a little clap, clap, clap! 
Open shut them, open shut them, 
Put them in your lap, lap, lap. 
Creep them crawl them slowly upward 
Right up to your chin, chin, chin. 
Open wide your little mouth. But do not let them in! 
 
If You’re Happy and You Know It  
If you’re happy and you know it, clap your hands. 
If you’re happy and you know it, clap your hands.  
If you’re happy and you know it 
And you really want to show it 
If you’re happy and you know it, clap your hands. 
If you’re happy and you know it 
Stamp your feet… Shout hooray…Do all three… 
 
Head, Shoulders, Knees, and Toes  
Head, shoulders, knees, and toes, knees, and toes 
Head, shoulders, knees, and toes, knees, and toes 
Eyes and ears and mouth and nose 
Head, shoulders, knees, and toes, knees, and toes 
(Sing it fast, slow, and in between)  
 
Old MacDonald 
Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-I-O! 
And on that farm he had a duck, E-I-E-I-O! 
With a “quack, quack” here,  
and a “quack, quack” there 
Here a “quack,” there a “quack,”  
Everywhere a “quack, quack” 
Old MacDonald had a farm, E-I-E-I-O! 
(Repeat with cows, horses, pigs, etc.) 
 
This is Big, Big, Big  
This is big, big, big. 
This is small, small, small.  
This is short, short, short.  
This is tall, tall, tall. 
This is fast, fast, fast.  
This is slow, slow, slow. 
This is yes, yes, yes. 
This is no, no, no . 
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Storytime At Home 

Five Little Bunnies 
Five little bunnies jumping on the bed, 
One fell off and bumped her head! 
Momma called the doctor and the doctor said, 
“No more bunnies jumping on the bed!” 
Four… Three… Two… One 
 
The Wheels on the Bus 
The wheels on the bus go round and round, 
Round and round, round and round. 
The wheels on the bus go round and round, 
All through the town. 
Other verses: 
The doors on the bus go “open and shut.”   
The wipers on the bus go “swish, swish, swish.” 
The lights on the bus go blink, blink, blink. 
The horn on the bus goes “beep, beep, beep.” 
The people on the bus go up and down. 
The babies on the bus go “wah, wah, wah.” 
The grownups on the bus say “I love you.”  
The driver on the bus says “bye, bye, bye.” 
 
Alphabet Song  (Slowly & Clearly) 
A B C D E F G    
H I J KL M N O P  
Q R S T U V   
W X Y Z  
Now I know my A B C’s. 
Next time won’t you sing with me? 
 
Bubble, Bubble, Pop! 
One little blue fish swimming in the water, 
Swimming in the water, swimming in the water, 
One little blue fish swimming in the water, 
Bubble, bubble, bubble, pop! 
Two… Three… Four… Five 
(Use a different color in every verse) 
 
Roll Your Hands and Stop 
Roll your hands and stop. 
Roll your hands and stop. 
Point this way 
And point that way  
And up and down 
And one, two, three. (clap) 
(Repeat twice. Sing it fast, slow, and in between.) 

One Bright Scarf  
One bright scarf waiting for the wind to blow. 
Wiggle it high and wiggle it low. 
Shake it fast and shake it slow. 
Where did it go? (hide your scarf) 
There it is! (bring scarf back into view) 
 
We Wave Our Scarves Together 
We wave our scarves together  
We wave our scarves together  
We wave our scarves together because it's fun to do. 
Wave them up high  
Wave them down low  
Wave them in the middle 
Because it's fun to do. 
 
Pop, Pop, Pop (use a shaker on each beat) 
Pop, pop, pop 
Pour the corn into the pot  
Pop, pop, pop  
Shake it 'til it's nice and hot  
Pop, pop, pop  
Lift the lid and what have you got? Popcorn! 
 
We Wiggle and Wiggle and Stop  
We wiggle and wiggle and stop.  
We wiggle and wiggle and stop.  
We wiggle and wiggle and wiggle and wiggle and wiggle 
and wiggle and stop.  
We twirl… We clap… We wave… We jump… We 
bounce… We shake… 
 
Twinkle Twinkle Little Star 
Twinkle, twinkle little star 
How I wonder what you are. 
Up above the world so high, 
Like a diamond in the sky. 
Twinkle, twinkle little star 
How I wonder what you are.  
 
We Clap Goodbye Like This 
We clap goodbye like this, 
We clap goodbye like this, 
With our friends at storytime 
We clap goodbye like this!  
We stomp goodbye… We wave goodbye… 


